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STARS AND HOUSES
"The first star is like the last of the houses.Rainer Maria Rilke, translated by Randall Jarrell
The first star is like the last of the houses.
The last house awaits the first of the snows.
The snows will happen and happen throughout the winter,
The hunters and the animals disappearing in the snows.
The bright planet seems almost as near as the farthest houses.
In many centuries men have variously called her by name,
Her worshippers offering brazen perfumes of adoration
With hopes of possessing and with fears:which they cannot name.
The last of the houses has turrets and no gunners.
At the end of the road it refuses to turn toward the stars.
A brave traveller travelled beyond the last of the houses
In meadows briefly, then in -a silenCe cast out of stars.
In the last house the key to the first house is given.
Under a steadfast star the askers knock at the door.
The child's cry, the driven nails, the shepherds' arriving,
The stars and the houses stand in the light of a door.
Paul Ramsey

THE MOON, OUT FOR THE HEALING
Battered again, I take the boat.
The one with its name wearing away,
a name more like scars than letters now.
Knowing how tonight,
the moon's out for the healing.
The children are still fishing from the bank.
Like a mist,
like a vapor, their voices rise.
Rock the boat
and it drifts in time to their voices, rock the boat
and the water takes the shape
of the whole world.
I keep finding,
then losing myself
in another reflection in the water,
at sea again,
on the side
of the
fish.
Sherry Calvert
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INSTRUCTIONS
If you find yourself away
come back.
If the obstacles are insurmountable
carefully examine each
for joints, seams, filligree or cracks
which could hide secret doors.
Wherever you find a button
be careful of traps.
If there are no buttons,
handholds, windows or crawlspaces,
wait for the obstacle to erode.
Then, outside, walk
as if up a hill
pitched forward
whenever the ground is flat.
There must always be a story.
Rich Bailey

The girl with two names
and an ocean in her voice
wants me either to come and swim
or take her down from Ararat.
Rich Bailey
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SLEEPWALKER
In whatever dream he mutters
snow falls outside
its windows like dust from my mops.
I lead him back, brushing
across the cold tiles.
Later, trying to forget him,
I listen for the respiratory sounds
of radiator pipes, and sleep.
But he's up again, his small
lentil-green eyes opening
to his stone's breath of a dream
whose damp taps at my bones.
In its iced red rivers
sleep weathers of my heart.
Rachel Landrum
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CHINESE BOXES
at the death of James Wright
It was always, for us, familiar language,
the sound of rusted sled runners,
their friction on snow, the way our shouts
drowned out our shouts, the story within
the story within, even now, as if
we heard above this scratch of fire
the parched branches of an oak whisper,
abandoned mine shafts, through darkness.
The miners, in hills farther than we reach,
press dark wedges of light
into earth for they have forgotten how each
shaft is only part of a story,
part of a time, listening as they do
for only the silence of the warning bird.
And where was it you heard about
those explorers who faithfully brought
a cat through each cavern maze,
insuring, they hoped, he'd lead them back?
Tonight, the language is another death.
Each night this week our cat
has returned from pawing Mayflies that rise
from tight streams to die as they mate.
He's rolled up as he always does
the long intestine of our fire's light.
What does he poke at there?
the gaping fist-hole of the empty
yellow jacket nest in sod?
Tonight, is there any way back?
Just a while ago we heard,
from that maze of hollows below here,
the owl's call freeze as the owl
swept for mice, a sound so empty
a word would crust the sides of your mouth.
Richard Jackson
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FROM ONE BEARING THE BURDEN OF CERTAIN TEACHINGS
What were you thinking, Plato,
When you saw the scrub pines
Wind blown on the rocky shores of Greece,
Or on a bright night watched the moon
Infuse the olive trees with its spectral light,
Or did the branches shape
The moonlight, give it form,
And send it dancing on the floor
Of the desert night.
Plato, when you watched
A fish,
Lightly flicking its fins
Beneath a riffle,
Waiting for whatever
The stream sends down,
Or a stone,
Mossy and slick-sided with wear
Breaking the creek's flow,
Were you sorrowed,
Did it sadden you to watch
By a pool, at dawn,
As the first pale light
Bloomed from the East
And a face floated
From the night's smoky water
Then burned away?
David Robinson
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Thursday's Children
"Thursday's child has far to go."

He saw the jeans and the drift of cigarette smoke first, then saw the boy's face lift out of
the shadow of the clumpy loblolly pines that did not keep much of the sun from his back.
He stopped as quickly as he could, but the boy still had to come about a hundred feet up to
the car. walking slowly, evenly, almost professional in the way he did not waste energy.
}-le had probably learned what happens to men who do, in the hot sun.
His face was young enough; his neck was lined, splotched tan over more solid, impacted
red. Farm, then the road, one could safely hazard. Joseph offered his hand "Hello. I'm
Joseph Weatherford."
The boy looked at him uncertainly, seriously. Then he took his hand. "Hello, Mr.
Weatherford. I'm Bill Newman."
They talked. Joseph learned that Bill was going to Rome, Georgia, that he had a sister
there and a cousin who might be able to get him a job, that Bill's folks had moved around a
lot.. Georgia, Arkansas, Missouri, Florida. Bill liked Florida best; they had lived for two
years at Winter Haven, inland, 50 miles south of Tampa. As they talked, Bill kept his eyes
on the driver, polite, the eyes disturbing, perhaps by their color, an off yellow-gray,
perhaps by their dim and shifty intensity, perhaps because they resembled the eyes of
someone whom Joseph couldn't for the moment, place.
None the less, he liked the boy, slender, hard-looking, possessed of that quality,
somewhere between mulishness and dignity, that so many Southern country boys possess.
His age was hard to guess. He said that he planned to begin his Army time in a few
months, but he might be bragging a bit. He didn't look that old.
Their talk quietened. The boy looked through the window at the gray and red land,
slashed here and there by erosion, though whether he thought of what he saw there, one
could not have said. His face looked blank, tense, and ready, as a boy's face can. Joseph was
glad to be silent for a while. He had much to think on, however wearily. Relatives not seen
for a long time, a country place visited so often when a boy, and the shock of loss, loss of a
man and of so much of ambitions unwon, of childhood remembered and not even
remembered, not even lost. He would like to account for what was perhaps not to be
accounted for, old stirrings that came sometimes in sharp images invested with pain.
When he had first climbed the stair on his arrival at his uncle's house this week, he rubbed
his hand over the fading, elliptical black ball that as a boy he had always touched for luck
Later, he watched through a window a sparrow eating berries from a descending bough.
When the bird climbed till it was out of sight, the light branch still shook. On first seeing
the coffin, he felt a quiet almost as secure as the grave itself.
He turned his attention hack to the boy. "Bill?" he said.
"Yes, sir - When does your sister expect you in Rome?"
"She don't know I'm coming. You know, she thinks I'm still staying with some folks in
Mobile. I didn't get around to writing her. How come you ask?"
"Oh, just curious, I suppose. It's really not my business, is it?"
"That's all right. I'm much obliged to you for giving me a ride all the way to Rome. His.
eyes settled, almost settled, on Joseph's face again. They were strange, not really shifty in
the bad sense, but oddly lit, drifting. Joseph remembered then where he had seen simi liar
eyes. A boy, that time too, who had sat beside him on a Trailways bus in Tennessee. That
boy had been in the last year of high school, a minister on weekends, a revivalist in the
summer. He was riding the bus because he had just wrecked his new Ford car—doing
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eighty, he had said. And yet--but the other boy, the one here in the car was telling Joseph
something and he had to let his mind race to catch up, a sentence or two half-hearted.
"You see," the boy was saying, "I'd have still been with my brother if it hadn't been for
this Fred Hiche fellow--I never liked him at all, but Henry thought he was real dandy.
Even before the car business, he was always getting Henry into something. He worked at
a little amusement park near Mobile for a while, so Henry and he would take their dates
out there after the park closed. One of them and his date would get in a car on the airplane
swing, the other would start the car and leave them up in the air for as long as they
pleased. One night when Henry had a girl in the car, Hiche wandered off--he was drunk-and left them there for over an hour. Henry finally had to crawl down the big metal arm of
the thing and then it took him nearly another hour to get the dumb machine working
enough to get the girl down. Maybe some of their tales were just Fred Hiche's big lies, but
a fellow who would think up all those lies and get Henry to help him spread them--there
must have been something funny about him, you know?"
"Hiche said he had saved some money and that he and Henry could take off to New
Orleans and make a killing on some used car deals. Henry was real smart with machines.
All his sense was in his hands, Daddy used to say. Well, they bought a couple of cars in
Mobile and I guess stole some more in New Orleans. Anyway, they're both in prison. Two
years for car theft. No damn sense of it."
Joseph looked at the boy, sucked breath in sympathy. "How old is your brother Henry?"
"He's twenty-three--er--five years older than me. No damn sense to him that I can see."
"Yes, that's pretty hard, all right," said Joseph softly, feeling his way into the
conversation."How long has he been in--?"
"Bout two months."
"How's he taking it?"
"I don't know. I haven't been to see him."
"I guess. I guess I'll go to see him whenever my sister goes. I reckon she'll be going down
sometime. I didn't want to see him by myself. What are you going to say to a big brother
like that? Maybe Nannie'll know what to say to him better than me. I don't know."
"That's pretty hard to take. Maybe, though, ...Joseph said, speaking as deliberatively as
he could, "maybe he'll get out early for good behavior, and get a job—using his hands, you
know."
"Maybe mister." The boy stopped a minute, managed to look pensive without
noticeably changing his expression. "But I don't believe it."
Joseph felt regret, a kind of failure. Even such a simple act of generosity as giving a boy a
lift opened a door ( literally enough) to new, unexpected responsibility and consequent
doubt. What could he do that would really help the boy? He did not know. His slight
natural embarrassment around younger people aggravated, he sat silent, watching the
road, the red, dusty fields pass the car by.
"Where are you coming from, mister?" the boy asked suddenly.
He was glad to answer "Cordele, Georgia," since it gave him a chance to pay back a debt
in something like kind. "I live in Memphis, but I've just been to a funeral of an uncle of
m ine "
"Oh. Was he old? Did you like him especially?"
"Pretty old. I like him very much, though I haven't seen him much of late. When I was a
boy, he taught me a good bit about the woods. He loved to be outdoors. Do you like to fish,
Bill?"
"Sure, when I can. Did he leave you anything?"
Charles liked the good bluntness of the question. "Yes," he said, "he willed me a gift that
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I like a lot." He let the boy struggle in a questioning, eager silence for a moment, then he
went on.
"He gave me about a third of a tiny little island off the Georgia cost near Brunswick.
Nothing there--no house, no electricity--just a little place to hunt and fish and swim and
camp. It's called Stabler's Island."
"Gee. Do you plan to go there often?"
"When I can. Maybe for a few days next summer. I haven't been there for--well, for
more than twenty years, since right after the War." On terminal leave it had been, with
his brother and their uncle, and he had, very drunk, lain on the highest rock there and
watched the patchy-looking waters of the Atlantic, very unsure of himself, very glad that
the war was done. But he could spare the boy the details, blurred and ugly in retrospect, of
that month. "Sure, I plan to go there when I can."
"Say," Bill said, "isn't that near the place where they hunt deer with bow and arrow once
a year? Isn't that near Brunswick?"
"I don't know. I don't know about a bow-and-arrow hunt."
"You must have been in Tennessee a long time," the boy said, disapprovingly. "It's a big
thing. Fellows go down every year. I've heard a lot of talk about it."
"I guess I will hear about it, too, if it's near Stabler's Island, then," Joseph said, smiling in
appeasement.
"Maybe you'll try it, sometime."
"I rather doubt it. I'll be lucky to hit a deer with a gun nowadays. I suppose I'm out of
practice."
"I reckon. Say, you know something? I killed a rabbit with a bow and arrow once. I was
about ten years old. Dad and Henry were going rabbit hunting, but said I had to stay home.
So I shot at a target with a bow my Dad had made me. I set the target on one side of the
gully--one of the big red gullies in our yard and was lying on my stomach on the other side
shooting at it. Then the rabbit Dad and Henry had missed out beyond our property
hopped through our fence and right up to my gully and stopped--maybe fifteen feet away.
I had an arrow in my bow then, so I just let fly--and got him right in the neck. I've still got
the skin mounted on a board somewhere."
"Pretty fancy shooting. What did your Dad and brother say?"
"Oh, they made like it was something great. And laughed real hard at themselves, too.
They'd laugh every time it was even mentioned. But it was just luck really. I know, because
I tried stalking rabbits some with a bow and arrow after that, and hardly ever even got a
decent chance, much less ever hit another one. It was fun, shooting it that time, though.
More fun than shooting with a gun later on."
'I'm very sure it was," Joseph told the boy, happy for a moment in the brief, imagined
memory. They were entering Rome now, the suburbs marked by ranch-like bungalows,
red, green, some off-pink, in neat rows and in the full glare of sun. A sign they passed said
"Moore Brothers--better built homes for less." "I bet," Joseph thought to himself.
"Where does your sister live, Bill? I'll be glad to drop you right by."
"No, sir. I'll show you where to let me off. Nannie wouldn't like it all, my hitching a ride
with a stranger. Nannie wouldn't approve of that--she'd be surprised if I just walked in on
her. Thanks, though."
He let the boy off at a corner near the edge of the business district. He had a long and
weary drive ahead of him, and painful things to think about. He drove a few yards, had to
stop behind a big yellow Buick. He looked back and waved again. The boy waved once
more, then trudged off with a steady, determined, almost grown-up walk. Joseph thought
once more of the other boy with the eyes like this boy's. A seventeen-year-old preacher,
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full of confidence, arrogance, sweetness, lacking knowledge, who had handed his suitcase
to a burly man in overalls as he stepped down from the bus, light and thin, his odd and
changing eyes intent above his smile, not to see Joseph Weatherford again, as the bus
moved forward to leave him behind on the side of a Tennessee highway.
He thought of the two boys, the odd eyes, as he drove on--and of the fast Ford car, the
rabbit stretched in blood. The boys were in most respects very little alike. Just their eyes,
maybe their luck. He wished them both luck and peace. But, and he felt a little ashamed as
he thought it, he didn't want to travel the roads, North, East, South, West, that they
would--far apart--travel.
Paul Ramsey
Poet-in-Residence

REENACTED FOR CAMERA
This renowned photograph
pictures five marines
hoisting the American Flag
above Iwo Jima.
Or is the pole,
in that precarious tilt,
falling down on their heads?
The flag forever
inhaling its stripes
seems camera shy.
But the men
are single minded,
and will hold that pose
all afternoon.
David Breitkopf
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LADY
I need to tell you something:
about a lady I know
who lives on a sea gloom cliff
down a crumbling street
close by, the birth of a slum
in a smog shaded house
with plaster walls forty-five years old:
where mornings she rises
to swallow coffee-scented water;
(stacks the dirty cups
and saves them up to wash
on Friday afternoons when time is slow)
he companions: one cat, a dozen faded faces:
their essence safely locked
in dime store frames
on fireside shelves for future conversations;
when they are not watching she dines
on amber spirits in bottles hidden behind rows
of paperback books: alone.
Terry Krause
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WEATHERLYSWITCH
Weatherlyswitch: why
a name so long it sags
the mountain down? near this road
do trains divert
to other tracks? do
travellers suddenly veer in mind and
swerve
into the clouds of whipping sedge? does
Weatherly flick the light that
blinks across the valley with the
click
clicking of a rain crow in the evening?
Weatherlyswitch Weatherlys
witch?
when the turkey oak leaves
dart across the blacktop like hands
in reddened gloves and green
globes of mistletoe
spin and creak in trees like rotten wheels
scraping up the grade — is it her fault time
twists
falls off the mountain?
Jeanne Perry
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AN EVENING WALK
This evening, I've forgotten what I came to do,
And the summer colors surprise me
Before moonlight begins to drain them
To their crisp skeletal forms.
It no longer seems a matter of desire
Or will, but of acceptance, as this evening
Accepts the coming of darkness.
A black man with green pants and no shirt
Sways toward us through the dry heat
Like night moving through trees, unignorable,
And seems more a part of our world
Than I might ever hope to be.
But already the streetlamps reflect downwards,
Obscuring the sky, and he too is pulled
Away from us. The unfolding takes place
In partial awareness, and will end
As it must, with the coming of age.
Ken Bivin
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LOWER HADLOCK POND
Black ice eases through the cattails.
Starlings rush out in flocks of hundreds
startled by a broken twig
or the blast of a ten gauge.
Winter feathers beat unevenly.
Red wool sticks out like a poppy in snow.
The deer don't think of water.
Ferris Kelly

Budding trees
alert like pollen
hold the light close
nursing.
Ferris Kelly
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From THE CONQUEST OF THE PHILOSPHER by Chirico
The thinker only fears
what he cannot see.
He has vanished into the dark,
to pluck the black field
of its unlikely blooms.
Terry Fugate

CONCERNING A PLANE
It ploughs through the air
like a mole through earth.
As we call to it
it gives us nothing
but the glimpse of a plateau
laced and braided with white.
Terry Fugate
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DOUBLE AGENTS
We have the papers to prove it.
If you force us, we can produce
names, places, and even dates.
But in private we will admit
the papers are forged.
We will confess that for years
we have been living under assumed names,
pretending that the woman
you saw driving the car
was our mother
and the man trimming the lawn
and leaving for work each morning,
the one we called father,
shook us like a rounded pear
from his own domestic tree.
The stories we tell about ourselves
are only a cover, full of aliases.
Actually we came from the underground.
The entrance is sealed now, at the far end.
We live in leased buildings
and love has to pay the rent.
In time we became respectable:
marriage, children, friends,
even a house in the suburbs.
Still, we keep looking over our shoulders.
We peer in mirrors for signals.
We decode the bodies of our children
hoping for some secret message
from the nameless conspirators
who assigned us here, those conspirators
who lie, somewhere,
by orders of the state,
sealed in a manila folder.
Reed Sanderlin
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FOURTH STREET GOSPEL MISSION
On fourth street a bushel of potatoes
has been frozen on the Mission stoop for weeks.
A few blocks down, the river
coils around the condemned viaduct.
Near the north bank, catfish
glean the slime from sunken branches,
never break the surface. Pigeons
slide toward the water.
Their brittle backs measure the sun.
Their roosts, the painted domes of buildings,
rest above the city like old men's hats.
And now the fish man, his cardboard box
trailing empty behind him on a rope,
stumbles through the sleeves of fog,
stops to listen to the drum
sounds of river barges,
checks the social security medallion
tied in his handkerchief,
sits atop the frozen bushel,
cannot find the wall for support.
Susan Jones
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HE WAITS
Christmas afternoon
Outside a Southern town,
He carries it.
Runners polished silver,
The wood brand new,
He leans against it.
A small boy stands
At the crest of a hill.
He waits for snow.
At the same time,
In the same Southern town,
The father toils.
Pounding the same nail,
Pushing the same barrow,
His days are planned.
Like the son, he dreams,
Hoping for change.
He waits for snow.
G. Syer

SONG OF THE WIND
—From an Indian Legend
I leave behind to you the one choice
I had at death, this remnant of myself.
I will always be with you.
In the morning I will greet you.
In the evening I will say goodnight.
When you are outside I will change you.
I will sweep up dirt and scatter ashes, or seeds,
shape a mountain or a sand dune.
You cannot long stand against me,
but must flow and bend with this legacy of wind.
Rebecca L. Conner
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The Water Carrier
The room has a print by Degas and a 1941 calendar from a shipping company—now
defunct—How many people went down with it? he wondered. The door opened.
"8:48. You want anything?" Coke.
The door closed silently. Faintly he heard a radio through the walls. Miles Davis with
Gil Evans, he thought wearily as he bent to pick up the novel. A roach scurried across the
floor to the crumbs from his cheese sandwich. Slowly, but with great force, he squashed it
under the heel of his scuffed black shoes. Instant death, he thought as the deli sign flashed
against the window shade. Ah damn, what a day; a roach slid from dark to light to dark on
the thread-bare carpet. The door opened, a meaty hand with coarse, black hairs extended,
a bottle of coke hidden in the fingers.
" Here. "
Yeah, thanks. Got a light?"
The hand withdrew and seconds later a pack of matches fell to the floor; roaches
scrambled for the shadows. The door closed silently. A board in the hall creaked. He
leaned the cane chair back on two legs, squinting at the brown water stained ceiling, the
bare light. The coke was flat. Charlie Parker played. His eyes drifted to the cot against the
far wall with its life-less burden. Ah, an easy day. Rain slapped against the window; the
flashing light distorted and smeared. Roaches scurried, he smashed another with the
paperback held in his hand. Instant death, he thought. Through the steady rain he heard a
car stop, a door open, snatches of conversation. Taxi, he thought, laying the novel by the
brown paper bag and putting on his coat, fifteen minutes. A door slammed. He stood and
attempted to make out the brown print on the faded wallpaper. Lightning flashed. The
body on the cot sighed and was still. He stooped and picked up the bag stuffed with bread
crusts for the pigeons. Stepping out of the room, he nodded slightly to the shadows and
the closed door. A board creaked. He stopped at the john and, after latching the door,
heard a board creak again. He leaned back against the wall and pissed. Art Tatum played.
He left the bathroom door open and strode down the hall and into the rain.
Andrew R. Belcher
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GRACE
This is the gathering of hands
that lift the sun again
and again; the gathering of hands
that melt the fires
that name our children
the same name. In the gathering
of hands that lift the drink
of food to you
that have a drink of wine with you
in glasses that circle;
the gathering of friends
that pass the night;
the gathering of songs
that pass by breathing.
At this table our hands gather
in grace with the last light
that gathers itself and passes
your windows
with the gathering of families
and stories and recipes.
With the trees growing closer
nearby is the gathering
of weather, the blood-colored clouds
as we are safe
from nothing.
Elizabeth Thomas
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Some Recent Irish Poetry After Yeats
Earth, receive an honoured guest;
William Yeats is laid to rest.
Let the Irish vessel lie
Emptied of its poetry.
W.H. Auden
William Butler Yeats (1865-1939), acknowledged by many as the best poet writing
in English since Wordsworth, lived through and wrote about one of Ireland's most
interesting periods. Many could assume, as Auden appears to, that not only Yeats' body
was emptied of its poetry on his death, but that Ireland too was emptied of its verse. The
ascendance of Yeats and Irish independence occurred together, with Yeats reviving Celtic
myths as part of the Gaelic revival, a political gesture aimed at fostering nationalism by
reviving a suppressed language, and with Yeats commenting on the beginning of the
revolution as in "Easter 1916," a harbinger of the full scale revolt against England two
years later. This revolt against England, which began as a reaction against British
conscription at the end of World War I but which had political, religious, and economic
causes going back over 700 years, occurred primarily in Southern Ireland, largely because
the North was generally pro-British, Protestant, and racially different from the South,
and culminated in the separation of Ireland in 1921 into Northern Ireland's six counties
and the twenty-six counties of the Irish Republican Army of the South in sporadic border
raids, or the IRA Catholics of the North, who want a united Ireland. Yeats, because of his
excellence as a poet and his revolutionary topics, became a cultural monument difficult for
younger poets to follow, for he was able to write about the political promise of
independence, while those following him were left with the theocratic, bourgeouis
realities of the South and the instability of the North.
The first phase of Austin Clarke's (1896-1974) poetic career, from 1917 to 1938, is
his most Yeatsian, dealing in adapted dramatic monologues with Celtic sagas but
concentrating more on material from the Middle Ages and Renaissance, where questions
of sin, guilt, and clerical intrusion in life can be seen most readily; the second, after
spending many years writing verse drama, began in 1955 with the publication of Ancient
Lights, where satire becomes more prominent along with the use of the American
confessional mode employed by poets like Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath, and John
Berryman. This resulted in Clarke's great poem, Mnemosyne Lay in Dust (1966).
Satiric objects become clearer in Clarke's second phase than his first. Where church
may get the better of temptation in "The Young Woman of Beare" with the woman
fearing the "lords of diocese," in poems like "The Pill," done years later, Clarke is more
critical of Irish Catholicism, particularly its strictures on sexuality and the banning of
birth control devices in Southern Ireland, saying, "Must delicate women die in
vain/While age confabulates?"
But while bitterness increases, so too does the tenderness of the confessional poetry,
like Mnemosyne Lay in Dust. "Terror repeals the mind" of the poem's protagonist,
Maurice Devane, and the poem's action shows his mad, institutionalized world before,
"Rememorized, Maurice Devane/ Went out, his future in every vein,/ the Gate had
opened." The beauty of the poem, much like the beauty of Benjy's narration in Faulkner's
The Sound and the Fury, appears in an absence of narrative judgments and a reliance
upon scenic description. Like Shakespeare's Fools, who are wise in their madness,
Maurice is more aware of potential beauty, such as a fountain in the courtyard where he is
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incarcerated or the taste of strawberries following days of self-imposed hunger, before his
forgotten name appears magically in a remembered long distance call, sanity is recovered,
and memory restored. When mad, Maurice sees that, "...all the summer maze was
guarded./ He dreamed of the Fountain/Glistening to the breeze, self-poised,/Lulled by
the sound." But what appears magical to mad Maurice is reduced by returning
sanity,"...Down Steven's Lane/The high wall of the Garden, to right/of him, the
Fountain with a horsetrough,/ Illusions had become a story." The poem, accurately
showing the Dublin from which Maurice springs and Maurice's building of a self, is
haunting. The strangeness of the inmates forces a wider view of human responses, a fuller
view of human degradation and potentiality, and this is done in what Irish poet Thomas
Kinsella describes as "a unique language of flexibility and power."
Though the confessional mode attracts many poets on whom I wish to comment, the
recent violence in Northern Ireland seems to have provided a new impetus for poetry. I
wish to deal with one of the most famous of these Ulster poets, John Montague (1929), as well as with two promising younger poets from the North, Ciaran Carson
(1948) before closing this review with a brief look
) and Paul Muldoon (1952at a fine poet from Southern Ireland, Eilean Ni Chuilleanain (1942).
John Montague speaks with a number of voices, including both peasant and
intellectual, on many topics. Confessional love lyrics abound in All Legendary Obstacles
(1966) and his latest volume on divorce and remarriage, The Great Cloak (1978). Poems
on history and legend frequently occur in volumes from Poisoned Lands (1961) to
Montague's Ulster epic, The Rough Field (1972), but they differ from Yeats' handling of
traditional Irish heroes or Clarke's historical poems of moral conflict in that mythic
patterns provide his poetry's meaning. A poem like "The Wild Dog Rose," for example,
is more than the story of an old woman; it shows a pattern of rural life more economically
than Goldsmith's The Deserted Village. As the narrator converses with the old woman,
she describes a love situation of long ago, where a suitor is rejected, —You would be loath
to leave your own'/she sighs, 'and go among strangers'--/his parish ten miles off."
A Slow Dance (1975) shows Montague's meditations on death and the life process
and is meant to be compared to an excellent later volume, The Great Cloak. The first lyric
section, "A Slow Dance," traces life patterns of atavistic, elemental energies which
continue to a heretic prayer to the hillmother rather than the virgin before these energies
are foiled by the church. While the church sabotages the life force in "A Slow Dance," the
second group of lyrics questions whether something in the land itself might be the cause
of grief and death, with only cows, snails, and other animals left testifying to a life force.
"Mountain air/colder than ice" characterizes the land, where men seem subject to a
natural chill like the Protestant neighbor in the North in "The Errigal Road" who says
—old neighbors/can still speak to each other here— but does not ask the narrator to his
home. From pondering the failure to reach out to a young suicide in "Courtyard in
Winter," the narrator bleakly tries finding warmth in death as the turf cutters in "Almost
a Song." The third part of A Slow Dance looks at history, ancient and modern, to discover
the source of Ireland's coldness, seeing it first in the sacrifices to Cromm Cruaich of firstborn children and later in the rewards to death-dealers of the Middle Ages in "Hero's
Portion" before examining the violence of contemporary Irish history, particularly
Ulster's, in such poems as "Heroics" and "Wheels Turn Slowly." The romanticizing and
idealizing of war and violence, where a wooden leg is love's catalyst in "Envoi," is
undercut by violence's affect on the young, who in "All Night" "peep out/ with bared
teeth: the eggs of hell/ fertilizing the abyss." While the third section of A Slow Dance
shows death in war, the fourth shows death in peace, particularly the deaths of
Montague's relatives in America. The character of these poems is different from section
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three; death here appears as a quiet last cycle to life, where the narrator hauls up each
remembered relative to "greet and name each face"/ warm playing cards." Memories of a
parental squabble in "A Muddy Cup," Montague's uncle in "A Graveyard in Queens," the
reunion in Ireland of Montague and his father in "At Last," and the patterned warmth of a
family gathering in "All Souls" are nostalgia filled reminiscences, probing that death as a
natural part of the life cycle is less terrifying than it is in section three. "0 Riada's
Farewell," an elegy honoring a composer and close friend of Montague, closes A Slow
Dance. Unlike Milton's "Lycidas" with its stately reconciling of death's loss and divine
reconciliation, Montague regrets the loss of his friend, powerless to ease the whispered
"great danger." Instead of his friend's music, all he hears is "a lament so total/it mourns
no one/ but the globe itself" so that grief overpowers reconciliation as A Slow Dance ends.
While A Slow Dance interprets death and the life cycle, in The Great Cloak, with its
title and epigraph coming from Spenser's "Venus' mantle lined with stars," Montague
describes a new love, the faltering of a marriage, and a new, growing relationship in the
book's three parts, "Search," "Separation," and "Anchor." The reason for the narrator's
affair is given briefly at the opening of "Search," "To touch,/Without being
touched/ zero's discipline:/ hands of the surgeon." Love is not found immediately; the
fruit of a carpe diem philosophy in "Mount Venus," "The Hunt," and "Do Not Disturb"
at first only leads to the gestures of past lovers and "habitual sounds of loneliness" before
in "Snowfield," happy sensuality is rediscovered. In "Tracks," "Hand," and "Gold Leaf,"
this sensuality creates a new history of endearing gestures so suddenly that the narrator is
unaware he loves; in the sonnet "Caught," he realizes he was "Conqueror turned
plaintiff." The legacy of loving, the choke of absence in "Gone," the ache and anger of
jealousy in "Closed Circuit," the background objects of loving which become sacred in
"Talisman" resonate hundreds of years of love poetry from Shakespeare to the present.
But the recognition of love's limits, the inability to find what is missing in us in our lover
is painfully announced in "Don Juan's Farewell," closing "Search."
"Separation" shows, from the viewpoints of the husband and wife, the painful steps
of a break-up: "YOUR mistake, MY mistake./Small heads writhing, a basket of snakes."
The sequence begins with the husband's troubled sleep in "The Screech Owl," his late
return to bed in "Late," his flight in bed from "an animal/seeking warmth" in "Darkness"
and proceeds to his savage indictment of her in "Childless." The private indictment is
made public in "Tearing," when "...no chivalric mode,/courtesy's silent discipline/softens
the pain/ when something is ending". The woman's frantic kisses, her lonely walks and
daydreams are dramatized in "In the Dark," "She Walks Alone," and "She Daydreams, By
the Blue Pool" with "the golden/ marriage hook" tearing her throat in "Separation."
Following private views of husband and wife, Montague closes section two with "Herbert
Street Revisited," in which the husband recounts his reactions to others living in his
former house.
-Anchor," part three of The Great Cloak, is based upon an old Irish proverb, "the
hearth is a good anchor." Beginning with images of love's fruitfulness in "A Meeting" and
"A Dream of July," Montague proceeds to a knightly tribute to his love in "Allegiance,"
discovers the stars as love's cloak in "Walking Late," common intuition as shared
experience in "Signs," and the revery of sudden religious grace in love in "Blessing."
"When the Wind Blows" and "After a Quarrel" are snapshots showing love's sympathy
for past injury and reconciliation after a quarrel. "Sunset," "Waiting," and "Gossip" show
pregnancy's effects on the lovers, from an Irish fertility myth of a salmon's impregnating
a queen to the aureole of motherhood and the gossip hurled against the crouching lovers.
"Protest," "Lunula," the title poem "The Great Cloak," and "Child" all deal with the birth
of Una, Montague's daughter. "Point" and "Edge" close The Great Cloak with conditional
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happiness, "Hushed and calm,/safe and secret,/on the edge is best." The book as a whole,
like the one that preceded it, is a tremendous achievement. Montague may be the most
significant Irish poet since Austin Clarke.
In addition to Montague, Northern Ireland has produced two younger poets of great
promise, Ciaran Carson and Paul Muldoon. While Carson in The New Estate (1976)
writes many adaptations of Old Irish poems, his best poetry involves work. He captures
the work of a bomb defuser, a weaver, a potter, a chimney sweep, an engraver, as well as
his own painting, moving, and papering walls. "The Holiday" properly indicates this
theme's seriousness to Carson, for its images of pus covering the wounds of mutilated
sheep, the similarity of this in color to clouds, stirred coffee cream, and finally the sour
milk at the doorstep show idleness's connection to death. Work seems to be Carson's way
of fighting for health in war torn Belfast. The spirit at leisure slips to fancies fearful to
contemplate in this poem or the apparently innocuous "Collecting Stamps," where
Carson's Belfast heritage gives a simple poem an ominous shade: "the printer's lapse
confirmed/What we had seen as perfect beauty/Errors of the die, unique and flawed."
Except for "The Bomb Disposal," the violence in Belfast is not directly evident in
Carson's book, although there is a pulled in, close to the chest photographic quality to
Carson's poetry that indicates a pulled in spirit; he is nowhere as openly emotive a poet as
Montague, hiding his feelings, as in "House Painting," "The soft rot in the glazing
bars/Apalled me. Nevertheless I painted/Over them." Working scenes generally show
individuals at work, but the emotional insularity bridges to people's responses to one
another. In "Moving In," for example, husband and wife have not adjusted to the new
roles of their home life, and there is a psychological distance between them. When love is
shown, as in -To a Married Sister," it is love thrugh work, the husband's "new saw
glittered like your wedding silver." Carson's accuracy of observation, seen in such poems
as "Engraving from a Child's Encyclopedia," "At the Windy Gap," and "Belleek," with its
clever descriptions of china patterns, testifies to the excellence of his poetry. Much can be
expected of him.
I.ike Ciaran Carson, Paul Muldoon's second book of poetry, Mides (1977) will
frustrate those wishing Northern Irish poets to lacerate their souls on Ulster's bloody
realities. In -Lunch with Punch() Villa," Muldoon has a "celebrated pamphleteer" berate
the poet-narrator, —Look, son. Just look around you./People are getting themselves
killed/Left, right and centre/While you do what? Write rondeaux?'" Though the poetnarrator has little success in answering political journalism's seductive call, the answer is
given obliquely in later poems, -The Centaurs," "The Narrow Road to the North," and
"Armageddon, Armageddon." All illustrate self-righteousness, like the Japanese soldier
stumbling out of a forest thirty years after World War II, "Too late/To break the sword
across his knee,/To be right or wrong.Before one can deal with war and its causes, one must be able to determine value, and
to Muldoon this means allowing oneself to feel the mystery of experience. In part this is a
debunking, a stripping of illusion, particularly in poems dealing with love, where like
Oisin getting off the enchanted steed in part 11 of -Armageddon, Armageddon," mystery
is destroyed; but the destruction of mystery, a theme of many poems in Aldes, is not an
end in itself; mystery is to have a reality equal to the most stripped down cynicism. The
balance of "one arm as long as the other" is what the poet craves as he examines
childhood, adolescent, and adult experiences to get at least two views of each object and a
sense of its reality. As a child matures in "Cass and Me," his adult friend seems to shrink.
After a homosexual encounter in -How to Play Championship Tennis," a young boy
realizes that life, like tennis, is not always played to his rules. "Cheesecake," "Ted
Skinner," and "Ma" each cause a child to re-evaluate the adults in his life whose lives have
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been independent of his with the mother once posing as a "cheesecake" and his aunt
having a lover for whom she feels shame.
The truth of mystery is struggled with in two romanticized deaths in "Keen" and
"Vaquero," while the hard eyed collier in "Big Liz," unconcerned with a stripper's art, sees
only the diamond in her navel. Instead of a bearded woman's breast feeding a child
causing wonder in "The Bearded Woman, by Ribera," it is the bearded woman's husband;
instead of a merman's plowing the ocean causing wonder in "The Merman," it is the
merman's wonder at a man's difficulties farming the earth.
Logic and language may not be enough to handle experience as the narrator of
"Boon" discovers when the girl who asks him riddles loves him without his finding the
answers and when in "Largesse" he discovers the fallacy of "things shaped by their
names." In "Paris" he sees that "The world's less simple for being travelled" and that his
parents' fragmentary knowledge in "The Mixed Marriages" is dangerous.
This attempt to see, to understand, is necessary before peace or war can be
understood as Muldoon suggests in ironically bringing America's Viet Nam experience to
bear on Irish peace: "Where our differences might have been settled/There were men
sitting down to talk of peace/Who began with the shape of the table." Muldoon well
answers his pamphleteer as to why he does not deal with troubled Ulster in poetry good
enough to belie his year.s
Eilean Ni Chuilleanain, one of the best young poets in southern Ireland, deals with
many subjects in a variety of dramatic monologues and lyric voices. In temperament she is
different from the Northern Irish poets. "Swineherd," "Odysseus Meets the Ghosts of the
Women," all in The Second Voyage (1977), deal with Ulysses; "Survivors" with Noah;
"The Persians," "Atlantis," and "House of the Dead" deal with other cultures distant in
time, while "Lost Star" roams to alien lives. The alien lost, unable to make connection,
desiring roots and permanence, haunts these poems as well as those with contemporary
setting, as if consciousness alone held an atomic world together. "Old Roads," for
example, echoes a world made hollow by the disappearance of small farms. In place of
Tennyson's call in "Ulysses" "To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield," Ni
Chuilleanain's Ulysses "Swineherd" seeks to imitate Tennyson's Telemachus and pays
"meet adoration" to "household gods." But this familiar world is not for Ulysses as one
sees in "The Second Voyage," as Ulysses wishes to name the waves as "Adam named the
beasts." While Ulysses' speculations reveal his longing for a home, a container for his
spirit, they also indicate the depth of Ni Chuileanain's sense of the alien. The sea appears
to bring this out more than the land as "Family" suggests, where Ni Chuilleanain says,
"Water has no memory/And you drown in it like a kind of absence." But on the other
hand, "Earth remembers/Facts about your relations."
Communication between people is rare in these poems; sometimes it is frustrated by
the universe's structure as when Odysseus attempts to talk to his mother in "Odysseus
Meets the Ghosts of the Women." People in these poems seem to respond to place rather
than other people, such as Oxford in "Going Back to Oxford," the house in "The House
Remembered," or the bedroom of "A Gentleman's Bedroom." These places are not Van
Gogh's friendly bedroom at Arles with its toylike furniture; instead, in "A Gentleman's
Bedroom," "The house sits silent,/The shiny linoleum/Would creak if you stepped on it."
Violence, which might provide connection between people, only leads to death in "Site of
Ambush," and the conflict is only described before and after--there is no during and so the
the possibility for connection through violence is lost.
Ni Chuilleanain's verse is filled with romantic longing, a Wagnerian wrenching of
the heart. Though her response to nature is closer to Hardy's indifference than
Wordsworth's connection, it is a haunting, alien dream, full of awe, wonder, and rare
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beauty.
With such established poets as Clarke and Montague leading the way, and with such
young poets as Ni Chilleanain, Muldoon, and Carson following, Auden's fear about "the
Irish vessel" being "Emptied of its poetry," is unjustified. Confessional poetry, new looks
at the Celtic past, and the current difficulties in Northern Ireland have proven to be
stimuli to excellent Irish art. Instead of looking at only one Irish figure, maybe Americans
will begin to examine the interesting figures hidden by a giant's shadow.
Craig Wallace Barrow
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

ROOMMATES
Tonight I feel him out there
pacing before my door.
I can hear the knife
slicing through the air
the blade extending from his hand
like a long wicked thumb.
The kitchen light leaks under my door
and stains the rug.
And now
I feel the knob twist,
the slow slick movement of the door.

The lonely grey beech
quietly guards the river bank.
Names have carved its death.
Donald Davis

He stands in the entrance way,
his dark face featureless,
slapping the blade in his palm.
There is no point
in compromise now,
I know how much he wants
to kill me.
David Breitkopf
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Daniel Mark Epstein, who gave a poetry reading here last fall, teaches in the creative
writing program at Johns Hopkins. He was a recipient of the Prix de Rome and spent
some time writing and traveling in Italy. He is the author of The Follies and Young Mens'
Gold. THe following interview was conducted by Richard Jackson, editor of the Poetry
Miscellany, and is printed here with his permission.
DOUBLE VISION: AN INTERVIEW WITH DANIEL MARK EPSTEIN
PM* I'd like to talk first about what seems to me to be a cluster of tensions in your
work, the basis for its very ironic character.One thing that characterizes your work is a
gesture of inclusiveness: "Like Noah I want to bring everything into the house," you say in
"Summer House." But this inclusiveness is achieved in a startling way. At the end of the
poem you refer to "the horizon / no man can see without turning his back on it." And you
talk about being "a better neighbor to the unknown." What seems inherent here is a
necessity to see things indirectly or askew, to include things by turning from them. This
perhaps explains why so many of your characters are excluded from society - misfits,
assassins, people missing limbs, various hermetic types. There's a kind of undercutting
that occurs here, then - a complex double vision that attempts to include the world, but
from odd perspectives. There's an odd way, to refer to one other poem, in which the
characters in "The Follies" all touch each other, include each other, radiating out from Mr.
Cantini's baritone, yet in which they also remain so separate, their perspectives so
detailed.
DME It's amazing to me that you use the phrase "double vision." I have a new poem
with me that I wanted to show you called "The Sentry of Portoferrario" and it focuses on a
"broken boy" whose eyes "blindly fix upon each other" and who has been "Born lame as
an old joke." He's the "sentry" and "keeps his watch high on the falcon fortress" with a
"lonely insistence on heaven." The poem asks some questions about guilt and vision and
ends with the lines: "But somebody has to pay for the hobbling climb, / somebody has to
pay for his double vision."
What's the burden of any vision? Isn't it instructive that the Greek seers were so
often blind? Perhaps the answers have to do with the relation between what we see or
remember and what we imagine. There's always the Cartesian problem to be solved - "Is
there really anything outside my own consciousness?" The world that seems to me most
real lies in the imagination. That's frightening to me. It was frightening to Descartes.
And yet I'm driven to imagine the world as I've never seen it. The more vivid that vision
becomes, the more inclusive, then also the more lonely it becomes. There's no company
there. I made it alone.
PM It's a problem that your poem 'Rip Van Winkle" faces, too.
DME Yes, he wakes, and the last thing he can remember is this woman that left him.
She had made him so angry he wanted to burn down a forest. Instead, he falls asleep and
dreams the fire. In a sense it's a parable about double vision, about the real and the
imaginary.
PM Perhaps "Nocturne" is the central poem here. In a typically inclusive yet
paradoxical manner you exclaim: "By night and the powers of darkness / I am making a
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day to live in." Well, as it turns out, in the course of "building a song to live in" you
discover that it excludes you. The poem becomes a "white elephant" that you ask bids on
only to undercut yourself: "Who am I kidding? / I'm the luckiest man in the world / if I
can give it away." And then there's that moving resolution when you ask "for one who
would hold me / through this single night."
DME The first part ,as you suggest, goes back to the idea of inclusiveness. I like to
think of myself as an adventurer into the physical world, and into the world of perception.
I admire Allen Ginsberg and those poets of the fifties who were influenced by Zen
Buddhism and the whole business of "watching." It's very important for me to be
watching, bringing as much as possible of the physical world into me, to predicate my
vision of the future. The world of imagination is not sui generic ; it comes from our
experience of a real world.
I met a wandering philosopher last summer who has been in and out of mental
institutions, and when he's out he works very hard investigating his own life, his own
perceptions, he talks with others about them. He told a story that is a good parable for my
problem in the world as a poet, and that has a good solution. He said that he was having
this Cartesian problem of wondering whether there was anybody out there or not. He
invented an imaginary lover who came to him nightly and made love to him. The figure of
the lover was actually an instrument of masturbation. But one day when he was in the
middle of making love to this visionary lover, the figure rose all of a sudden to announce
who it was. At that point the philosopher realized that there really was someone else, that
this was a real person. That is the solution to the problem of solipsism that is sought in
"Nocturne." You need another person who is independent of you and yet who you can
love and make a part of your dreams and visions.
PM I suppose the very nature of the dramatic monologue, any dramatic poem, helps
provide this solution.
DME Yes, I think that's probably a reason I write as many of them as I do. I'm not
content with living in one body, doing one life in one body. It's that passion for
inclusiveness, Whitman is instructive here, the attention he pays to different types of
psychology, ways of seeing, ways of living. But the impulse to create other characters
comes from this discontent that you're only one person. When you really know other
characters, historical figures, or imagine one, then in a sense you are them. You are freed
from your own body and mind. That's erotic - and exhilarating - and expansive. Most of
the poets I admire have been able to create a theater of other personalities.
PM I wonder in what sense you might see the reader as an "Other" who must be
appropriated and who appropriates. Like the lover who saves you from solopsism, or the
historical figure you can become. Jacques Lacan talks a good deal about the Other, which
he sees in language and the Unconscious, but it's not unrelated to George Herbert Mead's
"generalized other" - your reader, in effect. How does writing implicate the reader? I've
always liked the way Wordsworth in "The Thorn" allows his narrator to con the reader
into thinking the worst about the legendary girl, then pull the rug out and the reader
realizes he's made a mistake by taking the narrator at his unreliable word.
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DME Certainly your reader becomes part of you; if you make a judgment and he
accepts it, then yes, it becomes part of him. He has to consider it or he's in moral trouble.
The writer of "Rodempkin" andthe reader of "Rodempkin" put that character through
Hell. There are places in Hell where the reader is upbraided, where the narrator says:
You're collaborating, it's in your power to see it differently.
PM History and the past are also important as ways out of the self, particularly in
Young Men's Gold . The lovers are haunted, and then the groom's mother, by pasts "What spirits plot /-love's ruin" - in "After the Wedding Party." The speaker in "Woman
At a Prophet's Grave" exclaims about her son - "forgetfulness, / be still above my son,"
even while the poem itself is obsessed with her memories of him. And the "Old Man at
the Wood's Edge" says "The woods are full of skeletons" as he tries to prepare for his own
death. The past is something that must be negotiated - that's what the poem -Young
Men's Gold" is doing, isn't it (looking at the past to understand the future)? Now what is
interesting in this context is the strong narrative base that most of your poems have stories or fragments of stories. I wonder is you could sketch out your sense of what makes
a narrative - and how stories might be related to how you see the importance of the past
and of history.

DME History is narrative, of course, and I wonder to what degree fictive. It is
selective, History decides what's important about the past, tries to figure out what would
cause a War or a marriage. You have to do the same thing in telling any story. The whole
process lets me understand what I'm doing now, where I'll be tomorrow. I'm haunted by
certain kinds of stories. "Young Men's Gold," for instance, emerged out of my reading
about the Civil War, my sense of some American fabric, a kind of mythic character, an
action that is the true meaning of events. I assume there is something like Jung's
"Collective Unconscious," a collective memory that supplies such tales. It's important,
too, that there is some element of mystery, something that points beyond my
understanding. The Gestalt of events, the contents of that collective unconcious, points to
something outside the visible picture rendered by history and myth. And that leads me to
something else -- the story does not stop when I stop telling it; it goes on years after I've
meditated on it, made the selections, put it in the poem. It goes on as I try later to figure
out what it means, what could have happened that I haven't said.
PM That's like Barthes notion of a "text" as a demonic plurality of meanings, as an
engendering of new signifiers, new interpretations, as, really to life if language. He
opposes it to the traditional, static, monistic "work."
DME Oh yes, that's true. It is a Nietzchean idea. My idea of education in general
comes out of Henry Adams, that sense of ongoing process. The process of learning is an
historical process, a narrative one where you write your own life. But where do you start?
George Eliot says at the beginning of Daniel Deronda that you don't start at the
beginning, you arbitrarily dive in and make selections of events.
PM And the sense of Time and History is paradoxical - you have to both immerse
yourself in them and transcend them. That double sense occurs in "Old Man By the River"
which is both rooted in the physical world of events - the boy who brings him the news,
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the blossoms and moments of nature - and also the mythic sense that the poem as a whole
seems to achieve.
DME Well, it's the poet's duty, and especially when you use history like I've done, to
get out of time. You do this by familiarizing yourself with history so much that you can
consider everyone you read as your contemporary. In that way you get a broader view of
things than if you saw them in a confined historical setting. That broader view is what a
poem like "Letter Concerning the Yellow Fever" tries to do with a particular set of events
around Baltimore in 1818. Richard Howard talks about the dichotomy of the poetry of
experience and the poetry of imagination. I consider myself a poet of experience, finally,
because I believe you can't cut yourself off from history, but have to make your place in it
and continue this ongoing act of structuring it and yourself.
PM You have a new poem, don't you, where you talk directly to Vergil." That strikes
me as putting very much into practice that idea of dealing with past figures as if they were
contemporaries.
DME Yes, the "Ode to Vergil." When I was living in Rome there were some violent
things happening - like the kidnapping of Aldo Moro. I really thought I ought to write to
Vergil in a sort of transhistorical dialogue. Not only is he a poet, but there is a medieval
tradition of Vergil as necromancer. He turns out not only to be the correspondent, but
also the participant in some hair-raising developments by virtue of his acts of augury.
Well, the poem catalogues all these things and achieves, I suppose, a double vision about
Vergil himself and the state of modern Rome.
PM Well, your language itself there is making the sort of leap we discussed earlier.
You use basically an urban, cosmopolitan, technical diction. But there are several levels of
diction operating. The middle section is much more intense and incantatory than the first,
and the poem relaxes just a bit in the last section. It allows for those various perspectives,
and I think it's a link to the dramatic work - I mean to plays - that you've done. What sorts
of special difficulties does drama pose for you, as opposed to dramatic monologues, say?
DME First, let me agree that language itself is very important in that historical
process; we inherit our language, and we complete the process of inheritance by passing it
on revitalized in writing poems. And altering levels of diction lets you see the same thing
in differrent ways. I think of Paul Blackburn, Frank O'Hara. I think of Whitman. I think of
Hart Crane, who saw his city plainly along with a Platonic ideal of a higher city.
The writing of plays poses several problems. There's a technical problem first.
When you have been writing lyrics for years, you have to learn to get the images out of the
language and into the three dimensional space of the theater. The transition is made in
"Young Men's Gold" which has four voices in it. It is more dramatic than my earlier
poems because the characters have physical presences suggested by their different speech
rhythms. That's the beginning of theater. My next long poem was actually a six character
play where individuality is suggested not just by differences in diction but by the patterns
of movement on the stage.
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Eliot says the lyric poet who is going to turn to the theater has to go through a spell
of putting his muse on a very lean diet. He's talking about lyric imagery. You don't require
much of that in the theater because there's already so much for the eye to be preoccupied
with.
PM You've been working on a translation of Euripides. How has this affected your
thinking about these things?
DME Well, it has come after a six-month period of writing a long play of my own,
which presented a number of problems of versification. Now I'm translating The Trojan
Women and it has confirmed a number of ideas I had about handling lines, suspensions in
speech, how concentrated you can be, how to create suspense rhythmically. Euripides has
been encouraging.
PM Your sense of rhythm is probably one of your most pronounced characteristics as
a poet. A number of your poems use longer, often looser lines than many contemporary
poets, lines that may vary from three or four to seven or eight or more beats. As a matter
of fact, your lines seem to be getting more variable and more complex through the first
three books. I don't mean this analysis to sound as if it's random or uncontrolled, because
the sense of timing and pace — and these are also dramatic terms — is superb and finely
controlled. You seem always able to achieve the rhythm of the plot, the movement of the
speaker's voice that underlies any believable narrative.
DME I don't know if I can add anything to what Pound has already said. Rhythm has
to suit the emotion in each line. That can be more ox less subtle; if it's too subtle you forfeit
the force of rhythm. Most of what I've learned is from. Latin and Greek, especially the
Greek dramatists, which is not to say I write in those meters, or that I plan regular lines
with formal and esoteric pattern 'of substitution. But in those dramatists you find lyrical
passages that are nothing like the pieces of short dialogue which are in turn nothing like
more rhetorical passages of argumentation or lamentation. They're not totally regular,
but the passages build through repetition. Say you have a line that you want to soar after a
period, say, of pondering. Where you want the character who has a problem to break
through, start singing. Well, you use less accented words. After a while, all this becomes
instinctive. Rhythm is the way you perceive the world, and the varieties of rhythm that
are at our disposal also allow us to see a greater variety of things. This takes us back,
quickly, to the notion of inclusiveness that we began with.
copyright 1980, Poetry Miscellany
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CONTEMPORARY LITERARY CRITICISM
Professor Herbert Lindenberger
lecture
November 19, 1980
8:00 p.m.
Signal Mountain Room, University Center
Herbert Lindenberger, Avalon Foundation Professor of Humanities
in Comparative Literature and English and chairman of Comparative
Literature at Stanford, is the author of several books, essays, plays, and
fiction. His critical studies of Wordsworth's The Prelude and historical
drama are especially fine, but his newest work, Saul's Fall, may be his best.
It is both a work of criticism, a parody of a college casebook, and a novel
whose principal characters are an ambitious young Stanford Associate
Professor and Orlando Hennessy-Garcia, a deservedly unsuccessful writer.
The parody in Saul's Fall, literary and social, is brilliant and shows
Professor Lindenberger a shrewd judge of literary fashion.

Professor Edward W. Said
lecture
November 20, 1980
8:00 p.m.
Signal Mountain Room, University Center
Edward W. Said, Parr Professor of English and Comparative
Literature at Columbia University, has published several books and
articles. Beginnings: Intention and Method, a brilliant theoretical work on
how literary works begin, won the Lionel Trilling Award, and
Orientalism, an even more ambitious work, traces the birth of the myth of
the Orient on Orientals, Europeans, and Americans. As a Palestinian Arab
and a literary scholar, Professor Said is seeking ways to create links
between traditional literary scholarship and the "world of politics, power,
domination, and struggle." His is one of the most original voices in
contemporary literary criticism.
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Writing Concentration
The English Department's Concentration in Writing at The University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga is comprised of basic course requirements for the English major and a
selection from basic and advanced courses in creative, expository, or critical writing.
Interested students have the opportunity to work on The Poetry Miscellany, the Sequoya
Review, and on the English Department's English Bulletin; to meet with writers who
visit the university under the sponsorship of the Tennessee Poetry Circuit (last year
Robert Pack and Daniel Mark Epstein); and, for qualified students, to work on a
departmental honors project in creative writing. There are also numerous opportunities
for informal tutorials. Several students have recently been published in The Miscellany
and other publications and some have elected to continue their work in MFA programs
after graduation.

CONTRIBUTORS
David Hale is a chemistry major at UTC. Rachel Landrum is an English major at UTC.
Paul Ramsey is the Poet-in-Residence at UTC. He has published numerous poems,
articles, and books. Sherry Calvert is Assistant to the Director of Health Education at
Wildwood Institute. Richard Bailey is an English Major at UTC. Hooshang Kazemi is a
student at UTC. David Breitkopf is an English major at UTC. Richard Jackson is UC
Foundation Associate Professor of English at UTC and editor of The Poetry Miscellany.
He has published poems and articles in numerous magazines. David Robinson is an
English major at UTC. Norma Daniels is a business and home economics major at UTC.
Terry Krause is an English major at UTC. Kathy Cofer is a student at UTC. Jeanne Perry
is an English major at UTC. Ken Biven recently graduated from UTC with a major in
English. Ferris Kelly is a student at UTC. Terry Fugate recently graduated from UTC.
He has had poems published in various magazines. Dennis Upton is a student at UTC.
Rebecca Conner is a communications major at UTC. Susan Jones is a graduate of UTC.
She is now in the MFA program in creative writing at the University of Arkansas. G. Syer
is a Humanities major at UTC. He has had poems in other magazines. Kim Hudson is an
art major at UTC. Andrew Belcher is a Philosophy major at UTC. Donald Davis is a
student at UTC. Monty Rigsby is a student at UTC. Craig Barrow is Associate Professor
of English at UTC. Elizabeth Thomas recently received an MFA in Creative Writing
from the University of Colorado. She teaches part-time at UTC. Reed Sanderlin is
Associate Professor of English at UTC. He has published poems in several magazines.
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